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Sudoku

For all fans of brain-teasers, the games package offers the 9x9 number puzzle 

Sudoku that is known all over the world. Solve the grid with as few mistakes as 

possible to progress to the next level. If you cannot solve the puzzle on your own, 

you can always use the integrated hint function. But don't use this function too 

often, otherwise you won't reach the next level.

Pairs

In this game you collect points by finding matching pairs of cards. However, the 

cards are always face-down and you can only take a look at two of the cards in 

each round. Remember the positions and motifs of cards you have already viewed 

in order to find all pairs and clear the field. The game has separate modes for one 

and two players respectively.  

Shuffle Puck

The aim of this game is to get the ball into the opponent's goal with the help of 

pucks. Control the direction and strength with which you fire your pucks to hit the 

ball in the desired direction. Skilfully use collisions with bands and other pucks to 

reach your goal. The players take turns, the winner is the one who scores five goals 

first or is in the lead at the end of the time.

Tetris
®

The cult classic from the 80s offers endless fun on your displays.  Earn your 

personal high score by removing as many lines as possible and reaching the last 

level. In addition to the classic game mode, there are others available, such as the 

Ultra mode for a quick round in a spare moment. In the Settings menu, you have 

the option of customising the game according to your preferences. This gives you 

the choice between intuitive touch-screen control or a virtual gamepad on your 

screen. Tetris® is available exclusively for all EQS vehicles.  

- EQS (04/21)

2.) Sound Experience Roaring Pulse

As part of the Burmester® surround sound system, the specially designed Sound 

Experience in the interior enhances your electric driving experience. The additional 

"Roaring Pulse" sound experience is very "up front" and its basic sound 

components are reminiscent of archetypal powerful elements such as large-volume 

combustion engines, turbines and forces of nature.

Burmester® surround 

sound system

Main menu Multimedia system 

>> Vehicle >> Sound 

Experience >> Settings

EQS (06/22)

EQE (06/22)

EQS SUV

1)

3.) DIGITAL LIGHT 

Projections 

Open/Close

Particle Flow / 

Reduced Lines / 

Star Flow

Digital intelligence communicating with you: DIGITAL LIGHT acts as a welcome light 

to greet the driver with a light show from the headlamps and taillights when the 

vehicle is unlocked, and bids farewell when it is locked. Activate an additional light 

show like this for your specific vehicle model: separate light scenarios are available 

for each of the brands Mercedes-EQ, Mercedes-AMG and Mercedes-Benz. 

DIGITAL LIGHT with 

projection function 

Main menu Multimedia system 

>> Settings 

>> Light >> DIGITAL LIGHT >> 

Projection when 

opening/closing

C-Class (06/22)

EQS (12/21)

EQE (12/21)

EQS SUV

2)

1)

2) This content is available in the following countries: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Hungary, Romania, Netherlands, 

Poland, Portugal, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland		

1) This content is available in the following countries: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain, India, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Hungary, 

Romania, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, South Africa

C-Class (06/22)

EQS (04/21)

S-Class (06/21)

EQE

EQS SUV

1.) Minigames
Main menu Multimedia system 

>> Apps

-

Please note:
An active Mercedes me connect user account is a prerequisite for using the product content.
Depending on the individual equipment configuration of your Mercedes, this package currently includes a selection of featuresfrom the categories Sound Experience, Minigames and Projection Functions, along with 
other digital features.
The possible categories as well as the underlying features may change at any time during the contract period. You can find out which content is currently available for your Mercedes by referring to the overview 


